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[A] Circle whether each answer is true or false.
T   F 1. Date of enrollment is a ratio variable.

T   F 2. A circle graph can always be remade into a bar graph.

T   F 3. A bar graph can always be remade into a circle graph.

T   F 4. In a histogram, each bar must be exactly the same width.

T   F 5. The variable on the x-axis should not be participant number.

T   F 6. IF(AND(A1>5,A1<10),“cow”,“pig”) = “cow” when A1 = 9.

T   F 7. if A1 = 10 and the rest of column A is blank, AVERAGE(A1:A5) = 2.

T   F 8. A1&" "&B1 =  “good morning” when A1 =  “good” and B1 =  “morning”.

T   F 9. =A5*B5*C5 finds the total cost of A5 items that each cost B5 with a tax rate of C5.

T   F 10. If A1 = 4 and B1 is a checkbox, =A1*B1 is 4 if B1 is checked and 0 if B1 is unchecked.

T   F 11. A time series plot would be used to show the relationship between study time and test score.

T   F 12. The code =QUERY(A:B,SELECT B WHERE A < 9) will cause an error unless the second 
argument is put in quotation marks.

T   F 13. A parse error or syntax error indicates that the computer cannot understand your formula, such as 
due to incorrect puntuation symbols.

T   F 14. In a time series plot, scatter plot, and bar graph, the independent variable goes on the x-axis and 
the dependent variable goes on the y-axis.

T   F 15. In a graph displaying whether or not students who took honors math score higher on the SAT than 
those who did not, there should be a dot for each student and no legend.

[B] Make a copy of the spreadsheet linked below, and do the following.
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1u_-MA6GN5HI5V2AaBw1jTNWQVn5iNpRjJ9yoi0Vwpks/edit?usp=sharing

1. On the Students sheet:
a) In column A, list each individual ID number one time.
b) In column B, put “A” for about half of the students and “B” for the rest.

2. On the Classes sheet:
a) List every class, with the teacher in column A and the period in column B.
b) In column C, count how many students are in each class who are in group A.
c) In column D, count how many students are in each class who are in group B.
d) In column E, calculate how many more students are in that teacher’s larger group than in their smaller group.
e) In column F, identify the size of that teacher’s larger group.
Note: To make (b) and (c) simpler, I made a Group column in the Raw Data sheet. Use this approach if you find it helpful.

3. On the Issues sheet:
a) In columns A, B, and C, show the teacher, period, and difference for each instance in which the difference between the number of group A students 

and the number of group B students is greater than 4.
b) In columns E, F, and G, show the teacher, period, and maximum for each instance in which the number of students in either group is above 18.
c) Sort the sheet by teacher and period. You can do this by using ORDER BY clauses in your queries.
d) Format the sheet as you see fit to make it look presentable and easy to quickly identify the issues.

[C] Bonus. In part [B], adjust who is in which group in order to reduce the following.
1. total amount of differences between class halves above 4
2. total amount of students per class half above 18


